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Relaxed work in the open space office
Open workspaces are great for working together, but they can also 
cause a lot of environmental noise. Thanks to the advanced passive 
background noise suppression and the crystal clear sound in hi-fi 
stereo quality, you can focus on the conversation without disturbing 
distraction. It forms your personal oasis in a sea of hectic everyday 
noise.

Durable construction
The joints have been designed in such a way that they can easily cope 
with any strain in daily use. Our experience has shown that the joints 
are an important factor in handling the headsets.

Space FBT650 Bluetooth with Hi-Fi Sound 
for the modern workplace and on the road

Everything under control
The freevoice Space has intuitive controls for adjusting the volume, 
answering and ending calls and muting the microphone. Pairing with a 
Bluetooth device (PC, mobile or tablet) is child's play.

UC Manager for Microsoft and SfB, 3CX etc.
Headsets are usually recognized as simple audio devices. In order to use 
additional functions, such as call control, additional software is required 
to ensure connection to the various softphones and applications.
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UC Manager Download: https://www.suprag.ch/ucm

Durable construction 
Joints made of aluminium
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Features and advantages
Performance features Advantage

Construction Durable design with hinges made of durable aluminum

Wearing style Over headband

Wearing comfort All-day comfort thanks to comfortable ear pads with integrated foam cushions

Passiv-Noise-Cancelling Optimal shielding through acoustic foam cushions

Weight 158 grams

Speaker (Music mode) Hi-Fi Stereo Wideband-Sound

Speaker (Speak mode) Narrowband

Music transmission A2DP (Advanced Audio Distribution Profile), experience optimal music enjoyment thanks to high 
quality sound

Bluetooth Bluetooth Version 5.0 SR Class 1

Busylight Integrated LED on both headphones for visual call indication. 

Noise-Cancelling-Microphone The integrated Clear Voice Capture (CVC) technology enables optimal voice quality. Disturbing 
background noises are filtered out.

Security Encryption Security encryption ensures reliable protection against eavesdropping and keeps all conversa-
tions discreet and confidential.

Call Control Keys Easy and intuitive answering and ending of calls, muting and volume control

Multiuse connectivity Allows users to seamlessly switch between calls from two phones (connects to up to eight 
devices and maintains two connections in parallel)

Reach Radio range up to 30m (with USB dongle FCT170).

Talk and standby time Up to 10 hours talk time, up to 150 hours standby. Make calls throughout the working day 
without having to recharge your headset in between.

Certifications CE, FCC, Reach, RoHS, WEEE

Scope of delivery

Bluetooth headset, Micro-USB charging cable/ Neoprene carrying case, charging cradle and USB dongle (optional)

Article number Set/Guarantee

Headset                                   FBT650B

Headset with dongle FBT650BT

Headset with dongle and charging 
station

FBT650BTS

Dongle FCT170

Charging station FCS650

Guarantee 2 years


